VICE MEDIA GROUP TAKES HOME 10 NEWS & DOCUMENTARY EMMY® AWARDS AT 2022 CEREMONY MARKING RECORD HIGH FOR THE ORGANIZATION

VICE MEDIA GROUP WON MORE AWARDS THAN ANY OTHER NEWS ORGANIZATION DURING THE NEWS CEREMONY

“RETURN OF THE TALIBAN: A VICE SPECIAL REPORT” ON SHOWTIME WINS TWO EMMYS®

BROOKLYN, NY (September 30, 2022) – VICE Media Group won 10 awards during the 43rd Annual News & Documentary Emmy® Awards including six wins for VICE News Tonight, making the company the most awarded news organization of the News ceremony. The 43rd Annual News and Documentary Emmy® Awards winners were announced over the past two evenings by the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences.
The six Emmy® wins for VICE News Tonight included Outstanding Edited Breaking News Coverage, Outstanding Continuing News Coverage: Long Form, Outstanding Hard News Feature Story: Long Form, Outstanding Health or Medical Coverage, Outstanding Feature Story in Spanish, and Outstanding Video Journalism: News. The coverage covered in these wins spans migrants fleeing their homes due to climate change, hidden abuse at a Christian summer camp, the fraught nature of America’s aging health care system, and conflicts in Jerusalem and Yemen.

“Wow – I’m blown away on a daily basis by the work this team produces, and I could not be more proud to see it honored and recognized in this historic manner,” said Jesse Angelo, President of Global News and Entertainment. “When we Break the News, it’s not just with amazing scoops – we redefine the very notion of what news can be and should be. The next generation of global news coverage has arrived.”

Subrata De, EVP of VICE News, said, “These Emmys recognize what our growing audience already knows, VICE News provides in-depth journalism from a team that pours its everything into stories representing the world in all its complexity. It’s hard work, and our journalists show up for it at every turn.”

VICE News’ special report Return of the Taliban, which originally aired on VICE on Showtime, won two awards, Best News Coverage: Long Form and Best Video Journalism: News. VICE News’s The Shockwave picked up two wins, including Outstanding Editing: News and Outstanding Research: News. This comes on the heels of The Shockwave’s prestigious duPont-Columbia Award that was awarded earlier this year. VICE News Tonight’s Inside the Battle for Jerusalem also won two Emmys®, including Outstanding Video Journalism: News and Outstanding Edited Breaking News Coverage.

The 2022 Emmy® honors continue a year of outstanding coverage and recognition from many areas of the news world. These accolades include three Bayeux Calvados-Normandy Awards, a Peabody Award, four Overseas Press Club Awards, three Edward R. Murrow Awards, and two Gracie Awards for Beverly Chase and Hind Hassan who are two names on the long list of this years Emmy® winners.

VICE News continues to captivate the youth audience with groundbreaking reporting. Taking viewers to all areas of the globe and exposing the underreported and untold stories, the 10 Emmy® awards showcase the talent across the newsroom. These 10 wins are just one-third of the 33 total nominations handed out to the newsroom this year by the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences.

--

FILL LIST OF VICE MEDIA GROUP WINS (10)

Outstanding Continuing News Coverage: Long Form - VICE News Tonight: Yemen: The Forgotten War
Outstanding Hard News Feature Story: Long Form - VICE News Tonight: A Christian Summer Camp’s History of Abuse
Outstanding Health or Medical Coverage - VICE News Tonight - Aging, Inc.
Outstanding Feature Story in Spanish - VICE News Tonight - Después de la tormenta
Outstanding Video Journalism: News - VICE News Tonight - Inside the Battle for Jerusalem
Outstanding Edited Breaking News Coverage - VICE News Tonight: Inside the Battle for Jerusalem
Outstanding Video Journalism: News - VICE on Showtime: Return of the Taliban: A VICE News Special Report
Best News Coverage: Long Form - VICE on Showtime: Return of the Taliban: A VICE News Special Report
Outstanding Editing: News - VICE News - The Shockwave
Outstanding Research: News - VICE News - The Shockwave
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ABOUT VICE MEDIA GROUP
VICE Media Group is the world’s largest independent youth media company. Launched in 1994, VICE has offices in 35 cities across the globe with a focus on five key businesses: VICE.com, an award-winning international network of digital content; VICE STUDIOS, a feature film and television production studio; VICE TV, an Emmy®-winning international television network; a Peabody award-winning NEWS division with the most Emmy®-awarded nightly news broadcast; and VIRTUE, a global, full-service creative agency with 25 offices around the world. VICE Media Group’s portfolio includes Refinery29, the leading global media, and entertainment company focused on women; PULSE Films, a London-based next-generation production studio with outposts in Los Angeles, New York, Paris, and Berlin; i-D, a global digital and bimonthly magazine defining fashion and contemporary culture; and Garage, a digital platform and biannual publication converging the worlds of art and design.

ABOUT VICE NEWS
VICE News produces hundreds of hours of award-winning original news programming every year. Built on world-class reporting by a new generation of global correspondents, VICE News’ immersive style delivers groundbreaking reportage and redefines news and current affairs programming for youth audiences around the world. VICE News produces content for prestigious media partners including A+E Networks, Showtime, Spotify, iHeartMedia, and Hulu. VICE News’ international and domestic reporting is featured across VICE’s digital, television and social platforms.